In order to educate the field engineers at the middle level of the Ordnance Factories (Heavy Vehicles Factory) at various places, who were attending a refresher course in Chennai factory, ISLE/Chennai Centre joined hands with their Training wing and gave a presentation on "Energy Efficient Lighting System- Recent trends and developments in LED Lighting Systems". The lecture was arranged on 9-2-2017 at the conference hall of Unit G8 in Ambattur Industrial Estate. It was followed by a practical demonstration of the various types of LEDs, drivers, application luminaires etc., and an industrial visit for a first hand knowledge on testing. The session was handled by Mr. Surendran and Mr. Suresh. The engineers were very much appreciative and thankful for the updation on the new developments. They were also provided with a copy of the lecture notes issued during the last Lii technical seminar. The session was attended by twenty engineers.
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